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Four in a row giant game

The opinions of the entrepreneurs who contribute to this are their own. The stratospheric rise in technological growth has created an interesting problem for companies' R&amp;D departments -- there are simply too many directions to grow. Companies simply do not have the resources to deliver research and development across the full
spectrum of their needs, leading to two options: stagnation or delegation of modernization. As early-stage start-ups and small businesses disrupt traditional industries on an ever-increasing scale, larger and less agile companies find it harder to stay ahead of the curve and avoid losing market share to the new incoming companies.
Related: 11 startups that take advantage of space business opportunitiesThe financial world is traditionally seen as a giant -- slow to change, but powerful, impenetrable and often elitist -- but in a press release earlier this month, PwC announced that it predicted that traditional global financial firms could lose nearly a quarter of their
revenue to independent fintech companies in three to five years. Eighty-eight percent of financial services companies surveyed saw their new competition as a real threat, but instead of trying to push the newer fintech companies out of the market, these giants are taking up the challenge. By understanding and meeting the needs of
smaller companies (access to customers, data and financing), larger institutions are implementing the new technological solutions and asserting their advantage. This has prompted some smart global giants to rethink their innovation strategy and shift responsibility for enterprise-wide modernization from a single, internally focused
department to each sector of the company, exploring options for keeping them up to date. This could take the form of new workflows or changing internal processes, but small businesses are increasingly becoming the driving force behind innovation, with small, nimble start-ups providing products or services to larger companies and the
differentiating factor for their business success. Related: 4 tips for success From one of Silicon Beach's most creative companies to workfor these collaborations, there are numerous hurdles to overcome. Small and medium-sized enterprises can often find it difficult to connect with companies -- to stand in front of the most relevant person,
to conduct a tender, and to win a tender can take years, while the company is promised with hundreds or companies, with only a handful relevant to their current needs. As soon as this prospecting process has been completed and the selecting a startup to work with, a proof-of-concept period (PoC) is launched, leading to its own
challenges at both ends. Startups need to adapt to their offerings, while larger companies face the new risks of data breaches and contingency planning if the PoC fails. A company has been created to help challenge in recent years. ProoV, based in Israel, bridges the gap between startups and companies by working as a service platform.
Speaking to CEO Toby Olshanetsky, he said: Companies are in a situation where their industries are disrupted by more innovative startups than they are. They realize how important it is to keep up with the smaller guys to stay ahead, because if they don't, they'll quickly fall behind. Simply put, be innovative or die. So many companies are
looking to work with smaller startups because they have the solutions to meet the innovation needs of companies. Related: How to Avoid Getting Fooled by TrendsWith a platform like prooV, companies are able to taste many different startup technologies at once by running limited and secure tests on their own systems before deciding to
buy the software or even acquire the company as a whole. This idea of PoC as a service has gained credibility, with customers such as General Electric and Amazon Web Services. While industry-established companies in recent years have seen growing small businesses and start-ups as competitors that should be crushed, the mindset
is shifting rapidly to use these new businesses as an opportunity to develop, grow, and fill the gaps in their own R&amp;D departments. To make a solid Jenga game, all your wooden blocks must match. You must also ensure that the length of each block is the width of four blocks that are arranged side by side. That's to make sure that
when the blocks are stacked, you have a perfectly square tower. Don't worry, we did the math for you. Cut each 2 x 3-inch board at 10.5 inches. Measure this length with a tape measure and mark it with a pencil. All you need to do is make a mark - use this block to measure the rest while saving time. This creates a tower created to stack
rows of four blocks. The four-block design makes the game a little less challenging, increasing the time it takes to play a round and ensuring that all ages and skills have fun. If you want to stick to the classic three-block design, you'll need to use different dimensions for your cuts. The Spruce / Lauren Murphy Make sure you're wearing
goggles and noise-cancelling headphones as this project poses some safety risks. Then use a table saw or circular saw to cut the wooden board exactly at the 10.5-inch mark you made earlier. Once this first block is cut, place it on the rest of the board to make it use a stencil when all future cuts are made. Repeat this process until all your
boards are cut into Jenga blocks. Five of these eight-foot-long boards were to make 45 blocks. You need 44 to make a game, so you can create an additional block in case of errors during the DIY process. Feel free to get more boards to create a bigger game if desired. The Spruce / Lauren Murphy It is important to have a smooth surface
on your Jenga blocks, because let's let's Nobody wants splinters. If you have an electric grinder, this step will go lightning fast. If not, sandpaper also works well. You don't have to make every edge completely rounded, but a small rounding is great. The goal is to touch all surfaces smoothly. In addition to improving the security of your DIY
lawn game, this step will ensure that the game works properly. Jenga's goal is to push each block out of the stack without moving the others. The smoother each block is, the lower it is that it affects adjacent blocks when moving. Lauren Murphy Grab a few friends and turn on the grill. It's time for an outdoor party! Set up your Jenga game
on a flat surface, such as .B on a terrace, deck, or even outdoor table. Arrange the blocks in a four-by-four stack, alternating in the direction in which the blocks are directed. Then take turns trying to pull individual blocks out of the tower without knocking it over. Once you've pulled out a block, stack it up. Alternate until someone loses by
destroying the tower. Find a large box or bucket to organize the blocks when you're not using them. Then it's easy to pull out if you're in the mood for some fun and games. Lauren Murphy Chimps, Babies, Taylor Swift – these are common themes of viral YouTube videos. Marketing professors, not so much. But Scott Galloway of New York
University has brought together millions of calls about brands, big technology and who is bothering whom. Part of the appeal is his deadpan delivery of peppery one-liners. Google Glass, the head-mounted display in the form of glasses, is not a wearable, he once said at a conference: it is a prophylaxis that ensures that you do not have a
child, as no one comes near them. But the former Morgan Stanley bond analyst and serial entrepreneur who runs a business intelligence firm called L2 when he doesn't teach also has a reputation for prior knowledge. I can't imagine why they wouldn't buy Whole Foods Market, he said of Amazon.com (Ticker: AMZN) in an interview in
June. Five days later, Amazon announced the deal. Barron recently teamed up with Galloway to discuss the burgeoning power of the American tech giants, which he writes about in a new book, The Four: The Hidden DNA of Amazon, Apple, Facebook and Google. Our presentation was arranged for reasons of space and clarity. Videos of
the full conversation can be found at Barrons.com. Barron's: Let's start with Amazon the Destroyer, as you call it. They say Amazon's core competency is storytelling. What do you mean by that? nYU's Scott Galloway talks to Barron's about the future of prime shopping and why should be worried. Also hope for Wal-Mart. Galloway: Despite
the fact that this company has not always been profitable and has hit certain bumps on the street, be it their phone or auction attempts, the market continues to offer the stock. That's why Amazon is playing by different rules. It has replaced profits with vision and growth. Typically, tomorrow will have to be The patience of investors, but we
have never seen a company with access to capital so cheap lysine in the history of modern business. Amazon can now borrow at a lower interest rate than China. I believe that every time Amazon makes a mistake and a quarter becomes profitable, Chief Executive Jeff Bezos calls his management team into a room and says, You've
screwed. Greenlight everything. That's because they've changed the compact with the markets through storytelling. They have never accustomed the markets to cracking cocaine of profits, because once you are profitable, you take that crack cocaine back from the addict and he or she – the market – becomes very irritable. Amazon has
never fallen into this trap, with astonishing storytelling. What's next for Amazon, which we don't see? To avoid a crackdown by regulators, the e-commerce giant must take this defensive action, says Scott Galloway of nYU. Directly to Netflix [NFLX]. There is talk of them acquiring some TELEVISION channels in order to quickly acquire size
and content and fill some niches, because these assets have been beaten down by valuation-wise viewpoints and Amazon has the ability to monetize them. Not just with advertising, because if they create more intensity through their prime relationships, which now make up 60% of US households, they can sell them more stuff. They call
Facebook [FB] the most successful thing in the history of mankind, period. How so? There are about 1.3 billion self-proclaimed Catholics. There are 1.4 billion Chinese. If you look at the number of people clinging to some form of capitalism, it doesn't come close to the two billion people who have a meaningful relationship with Facebook. It
is bigger than communism, capitalism, the Kardashians. It is the most successful thing in the history of mankind, if you look at the intensity of the relationship through Facebook and Facebook's own real estate. The thriving dotcom could fall into decline if it doesn't handle its fake news scandal carefully, says NYU's Scott Galloway. They
were all The Kardashians together? Everyone, yes. If it's that big, where do you go from here? Where does it find growth? Facebook has fended off this incredible hat-trick with arguably the best technology acquisition in the last 20 years, and that's Instagram. At the time, it was said that the children's CEO really screwed here and paid a
billion dollars for a company with only 19 people. By most standards, if you're trying to rate Instagram now, it's probably worth somewhere between 60 billion and 150 billion dollars. So it has put an afterburner effect on the company, as probably WhatsApp. They keep finding growth. Where do you come to the topic of Facebook, News and
the presidential election? This, if they handle it badly, could be the moment when Facebook goes into structural decline. I don't think they're giving in to the fact that they're a media company. They produce content. They are advertising against it. They have a great influence on society. Boom Boom You are a media company. The fourth
estate has extraordinary influence and thus also some responsibilities. Facebook seems to feel comfortable with the former, not the latter. NYU marketing professor Scott Galloway talks about the search giant's profound role in society. It looks like Facebook has been co-opted quite cheaply by the Russians. And the idea that they can't
take security precautions to verify this, e.B. when an ad account is paid in rubles? I mean, that's literally a red flag. So you have to get out of here. Martha Stewart was not jailed for insider trading. She was jailed for denying the problem. Well, Google. You talk about it in religious terms. I think Google is the god of a modern man. Our
species over time has needed a super-being to fill gaps around huge questions that we can't answer. With the understanding and formation of a society, however, the church attendance decreases. So we have this emptiness. Google has filled that gap. If we looked at everything you've ever put in this search query box, we'd probably
conclude that you trust Google more than any priest, rabbi, boss, mentor, coach, professor. When something goes wrong with your child, your whole world stops. You begin to pray and look for some kind of divine intervention that sees everything and then sends you back an answer. Will my child be okay? To enter symptoms and treat
Croup in Google. We trust Google more than any other entity. It is our God. The gadget maker's popularity is firmly based on reproductive instincts, argues NYU professor Scott Galloway. Google's parent alphabet also owns YouTube. Now Facebook wants to make more video. How shocking is this competition, and what does it mean for
television? Facebook is an overnight player due to its large audience. These two can coexist peacefully. The bleeding carcass of traditional broadcast advertising is so great. TV advertising in the U.S. is 60 billion U.S. dollars. There is enough baffled prey for both to go. This is bad news for the broadcasting media. I believe that we are
witnessing the death of the advertising-industrial complex. The last firewall of broadcast television was sport, and if you look at how sports viewership is ageing – you'll soon see the deeper Amazon, Apple, Facebook, or Google go and get the World Cup or the Super Bowl – that's just bad news for all ad-supported media. Let's talk about
Apple [AAPL]. You have a slide that shows where you have different body parts. Google is the brain, because there people to ask things. Facebook is the heart because the people there cultivate their relationships. Amazon is the stomach because it's just about consumption. Apple is the private part. What is the connection? Apple draws
on the second-most powerful instinct behind survival – reproduction. Over the past 20 years, the luxury industry has created more wealth than any other industry with I think of finances, and this is linked to our need to reproduce, our need to feel more attractive to the opposite sex. The watch you are wearing is not a watch. It's an attempt
to signal to people that when they mate with you, their children are more likely to survive than if they mate with someone wearing a Swatch. Apple is the new signal of wealth, creativity, and that you are part of the innovation class and that you have better genes. The price premium is irrational, but we are willing to pay a lot of money to
make it seem more attractive to other people. So, it's kind of the opposite of ad-supported Pandora or pay with a Discover card that I think says to potential pals that you have bad genes. I think that's the way you say mate with me. If you have an iPhone, it means you come from a wealthier household and pay 1,000 dollars for a phone that
you can get for 200 dollars elsewhere. You have a part in the book where you talk about what Apple should do with its money. They say they start college. The way you identify an industry that is ripe for disruption is whether the price increases are greater than inflation and justified by underlying innovations. The only industry that is most
mature for disruption is education. I think Apple's educational roots give him an incredible license to go into this business. I mean, my class generates 160,000 dollars of tuition for every night I teach. They don't pay me that much. My agent, NYU, takes a 97% commission for it. But when you think about it, it is ridiculous, and it has some
very negative consequences for our society in the form of debt to young people. So what could Apple do to really change its role and think differently? Start the world's largest creatively driven low-cost university. Let's play Game of Thrones. These are four impressive companies, but they can't all be the best in everything they do, and
increasingly they're starting to compete against each other. Who will come out on top? So who will ascend to the Iron Throne if you will? Right now, the good money is on Amazon. Where the others fight Amazon, they lose. When searching, think of Google. That's their domain. However, Amazon's product search rate rose from 44% in

2015 to 55% in 2016. Some people would argue that Amazon will be a search engine with a warehouse. In hardware, Apple has given up a head start in voice with Siri, who is now getting the crap thrown out of it by Alexa's buttery voice. The most innovative hardware product of 2015 and 2016 was not the Apple Watch. It was Amazon's
echo. If you As you try to get digital marketing dollars from the corporate world, Amazon's media group is now growing faster than Facebook or Google. One and a half dollars in sales last year - three times the size of Snapchat, creeps on Twitter. The most profitable and fastest growing business in technology is the cloud. Who is No 1?
Amazon. The infrastructure, the ditches, the dynamics. It was 7 in video streaming in 2015, and now it's No.3, after Apple iTunes and Netflix. This company just goes everywhere and swallows industries. Will Amazon eventually become so powerful that the government will have to step in and dissolve it? I think it will be unless Amazon
spins out its web service business first. One of the four – or all – will have regulatory interference because the worm has turned on the big technology. The left doesn't like it because of job destruction and because it looks like elections have been bypassed. The right dislikes them because they do not feel they have a place at the table of
this new kind of political leadership. So you will see one of these companies being attacked and it could be one of the four. Margrethe Vestager, the European Commissioner responsible for competition, appears to be the only regulator in the world to impose real fines on these people. In the next 12 months, you will see the first fine of
more than 10 billion dollars against one of these four companies, and it will come from Europe. Real estate is not rising in Hamburg. It goes up in Palo Alto. America benefits from these four companies, with some of the drawbacks. Europe has all the drawbacks and not much on its head. The war will begin, as in the course of history, on
the European continent. Thank you, Scott. Email: editors@barrons.com @jackhough @jackhough follow
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